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Studies on urban environmental quality are evolving emphasizing the need for
policy response concerning the enactment of environmental regulations to
attain sustainable development goals (SDGs), mainly target 13. Over the years,
the concerns to improve urban environmental quality especially managing
noise, air quality, water, sanitation, and waste have increased. Consequently,
limited studies exist on the determinant of urban environmental quality. This
paper attempts to build on existing studies of environmental quality, by
analyzing the determinants of environmental quality in urban Morocco in
the context of important factors, such as energy consumption, urbanization,
manufacturing, and financial development. The study draws on time series data
covering the period from 1971 to 2019 and uses Autoregressive Distributed Lag
(ARDL) approach to analyze the impacts of per capita income, energy
consumption, urbanization, manufacturing value-added, capital investment,
and financial development on CO2. The findings of this research reveal both
short-run and long-run associations between these variables in Morocco.
Manufacturing activities and financial development significantly deteriorate
Moroccan environmental quality in the long-run. The findings suggest that
efforts towards improving environmental quality in urban Morocco require the
development and implementation of urban policies that advocate for the
adoption and advancement of sustainable energy sources.
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1 Introduction

Globalization and industrialization together with the rising
global urban population have awakened the interests and
concerns about environmental quality control including air
pollution, water and sanitation, open spaces and waste
management especially among policy-makers, scholars, and
development agencies (Schwela et al., 2012; Panagopoulos et al.,
2016; Imamoglu, 2018; Hunjra et al., 2020). Controlling these issues
is necessary to promote goal 13 of SDGS, which demands significant
actions to curb climate change. In rapidly urbanizing countries, air
pollution, poor sanitation, and waste disposal challenge cities’ efforts
toward the attainment of green growth (Kahn &Walsh, 2015; OMS,
2020). Studies show that rising air pollution and solid and liquid
waste place residents at risk of respiratory health disorders (Schwela
et al., 2012). Studies linking urbanization (URB) and environmental
quality demonstrate how the growth of cities fosters the rise in the
usage of existing natural resources and the usage of uncleaned
energy-related technologies leading to higher levels of emissions
(Silva &Mendes, 2012; Kahn &Walsh, 2015). Others show how low
enforcement of regulations and policies contributes to poor
environmental quality in the urban environment (Imamoglu,
2018). Related studies of cities’ environmental quality highlight
how the rise in human population prompts the rise in air
pollution through the use of uncleaned energy technologies
(Schwela et al., 2012). Some works also demonstrate the ripple
effects of industrial activities on urban environmental quality, by
revealing that informal economic activities tend to foster air and
water pollution in the urban environment (Schwela et al., 2012;
Imamoglu, 2018). In addition, poor environmental quality affects
the prosperity of cities, because urban environmental quality
influences the standard of living for inhabitants, particularly their
health and well-being (Van Kamp et al., 2003; Silva &Mendes, 2012;
Panagopoulos et al., 2016; Hunjra et al., 2020).

Regrettably, cities in the global South are more or less at risk of
poor environmental quality, including poor sanitation and solid and
liquid wastes as a result of low enforcement of environmental
policies and regulations, unguided urbanization, and excessive
concentration of human and industrial activities in the urban
areas (Silva & Mendes, 2012; Ganda, 2021). Some studies
demonstrate the roles of urban policies and regulations towards
environmental quality control, by revealing that countries (e.g.,
Hong Kong, Tokyo, and Singapore) that uphold environmental
quality control policies and regulations witness significant
improvement in urban environmental quality, especially air
quality (Schwela et al., 2012). These studies more or less advocate
for adequate knowledge of the factors that influence the quality of
the urban environment towards the design of appropriate policies
and regulations (Panagopoulos et al., 2016; Mackie & Haščič, 2018).
Nonetheless, related studies on urban environmental quality have
been engrossed in the design of appropriate tools and indexes for
effective tracking and analysis of the various components of
environmental quality, such as water quality, air quality,
sanitation, and waste amongst others (Silva & Mendes, 2012;
Stossel, Kissinger, & Meir, 2015).

The correlation between sustainable financing of banks and its
impact on financial risk management has been evidenced by certain
scholars (Liu & Huang, 2022). Also, empirical works revealed how

financial development (FD) impacts energy consumption (ENC) in
developing countries (Sadorsky, 2010). Some works also highlight
the role of economic, financial, and institutional development on
environmental degradation, and reveal how economic development
contributes to reducing environmental degradation, especially when
regulated (Tamazian & Rao, 2010). This study seeks to contribute to
the literature on urban environmental quality through an analysis of
the interlinked roles of ENC, URB, manufacturing value added
(MVA), and FD in the Moroccan urban context. This work is
necessitated by rapid urbanization, the proliferation of
manufacturing activities and financial institutions, especially in
major cities of the global South as well as the observed
environmental risk associated with the financial investment (Liu
& Huang, 2022). Cities serve as the common grounds, where
industrial activities and rising population along with financial
support of institutions increase ENC (Imamoglu, 2018; Liu &
Huang, 2022). In light of this, some scholars argue that the
financial sector has the potential to significantly contribute to the
mobilization and utilization of savings, enhancement of business
transactions, and effective monitoring of resource allocation toward
economic development (Adekunle et al., 2013; Nasreen et al., 2017).
Therefore, an adequate understanding of the roles of ENC, URB,
manufacturing firms, and FD may serve as input for further
reflections and tailoring policy interventions toward improving
urban ecological quality.

Morocco is facing a situation of increasing environmental
deterioration due to a rise in emissions as shown in Figure 1.
Some studies affirm that Morocco’s financial sector facilitates
business transactions for economic development often by
promoting investment activities in the urban environment. These
comprise the allocation of resources to productive channels,
facilitating trade exchanges, managing risks, and as well
encouraging companies to adopt environmentally sustainable
practices, such as eco-friendly manufacturing methods in their
daily operations. Dasgupta et al. (2001) demonstrate the
correlation between the cleanliness of urban environments and
the financial stability of countries. By revealing that nations with
more advanced financial markets tend to have cleaner cities. Nations
possessing stable financial markets have a tendency to lure greater
numbers of foreign direct investment (FDI) with the aim of fostering
growth which poses positive impacts on urban environmental
quality. Studies suggest that there is a noticeable connection
between the advancement of the financial sector and the
standard of environmental quality. Also, enhancement in
financial operations may spur economic growth (GDP) with a
likely ripple effect on the level of environmental protection and
preservation, as observed by the environmental Kuznets curve
(EKC) (Schwela et al., 2012; Ganda, 2021). Again, FD may
impact the urban environment positively, especially in urban
environments where private sector actors invest more in
improved technologies, that are less detrimental to the
environment. The increase in investment results in a
corresponding rise in energy usage in industries, resulting in an
increase or decrease in carbon dioxide emissions (CO2). This is
equally dependent on the type of energy sources being used
(Mesagan et al., 2018).

Some scholars suggest that credit allocation may serve as a viable
policy strategy for maintaining environmental quality. In this
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context, the denial of credit facilities to high-carbon emitting firms
by financial institutions or restricting credit facilities to low-carbon
emitting firms may reduce the externalities that firms exert on the
urban environment (Sovacool, 2011; Gallagher & Qi, 2021). In light
of this, other studies conclude that strong financial performance is
crucial in driving firms’ activities toward the promotion or
protection of the environment (Charfeddine and Khediri, 2016;
Mahalik et al., 2017; Maji et al., 2017; Shahbaz et al., 2017;
Salahuddin et al., 2018). Within the framework of theoretical
explanations, the EKC suggests that during the initial growth
phase of an economy, growth may be accomplished through a
rise in emissions levels. Adding that, green growth may be
attained via regulation of the emissions as the economy becomes
financially stable (Andreoni and Levinson, 2001; Dasgupta et al.,
2001). This is regardless of the state of economic development. The
EKC also suggest that the link between GDP and environmental
pollution follows an inverted U-shape (Dasgupta et al., 2001).
Indeed, the standard of financial services within a nation may
stimulate economic development (Levine, 1996). Therefore, a
thorough understanding of the functions of FD, ENC, URB, and
MVA are critical in the drive towards green growth. Thus,
promoting environmental quality through the impacts of ENC,
URB, MVA and improving the financial system is at the center
of this scientific investigation. Sadorsky (2011) reveals that FD
impacts energy demand. Thus, policies towards preserving energy
and reducing CO2 emissions are necessary in the context of FD.
Therefore, to manage CO2 emissions effectively, it is important to
have a deeper understanding of energy demand patterns. Karanfil
(2009) suggests enhancing the energy demand function by
incorporating crucial financial indicators in addition to just
income variables. This suggests the need to understand the
interplay of ENC, URB, MVA, and FD towards urban
environmental quality.

This paper aims to analyze the determinants of urban
environmental quality by assessing the nexus of ENC, URB,

MVA, FD, and CO2 taking the context of urban Morocco. The
study is topical for Morocco due to the necessity to consider the roles
of manufacturing activities and the financial sector in reducing CO2

emissions and supporting environmental quality efforts.
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 draws a review of

the literature to gain insight into the factors that impact urban
environmental quality. Section 3 outlines the material and methods;
section 4 illustrates the analysis of the empirical findings and
corresponding discussions; and finally, section 5 offers policy
recommendations and concluding remarks intended to enhance
urban environmental quality.

2 Review of literature

In the second part, we examine existing literature to gain
preliminary insight into the interlinked role of manufacturing
activities, ENC, URB, and FD. We discuss cross and country-
specific studies in the context of urban environmental quality.
Studies such as Moghadam and Dehbashi (2018) analyze the
extent to which FD influences the quality of Iran’s environment.
These studies show that FD tends to worsen environmental
degradation. Similarly, Boutabba (2014) examines the interplay
between FD and the roles of income and ENC in India. It
confirmed the EKC hypothesis in the contest of the Indian
economy. Further, it revealed a unidirectional causal relationship
between income, ENC, FD, and CO2. Considering the context of
Qatar and using the ARDL bounds testing approach, Charfeddine
et al. (2018) observe that a relationship exists between
environmental degradation and GDP in Qatar’s economy. Their
study showed the EKC hypothesis. They further recommend the
promotion of policies towards fostering energy conservation and
mitigating the harmful impacts of GDP on the environment. Related
studies, such as Jalil and Feridun (2011), also show that a
relationship exists between FD and the environment, by revealing

FIGURE 1
CO2 emissions levels of Morocco.
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that FD tends to foster a decrease in environmental pollution. Jalil
and Feridun conduct their studies in China and discover the
presence of the EKC.

Furthermore, some scholars such as Shahbaz et al. (2013), note
that FD and trade liberalization in turn lower CO2 emissions, while
GDP turns to contribute to the rise in CO2 emissions. Through
analysis of the Malaysian economy, Alam et al. (2015) uncover the
correlation between CO2 emissions and the provision of domestic
credit to the private sector. Additionally, they show that an increase
in access to monetary provisions tends to enhance carbon emissions.
Others demonstrate how energy demand shapes the financial sector,
by revealing that rising demand for energy tends to significantly
heighten financial sector credit and affects monetary supply in the
form of credit. Further studies such as Maji et al. (2017) demonstrate
how FD boots CO2 emissions. Through sectoral analysis, they show
that the intensity of CO2 emissions was associated with the
development of transportation, oil and gas sectors. They further
show that CO2 emissions witness a reduction with the advancement
of manufacturing and construction sectors in Malaysia.
Furthermore, related studies such as Hunjra et al. (2020)
conducted in Southern Asia also reveal how FD translates into a
rise in CO2 emissions. They further reveal that FD in Asian countries
manifests more capitalization than technological improvement for
green production.

Charfeddine and Khediri (2016) analyze the association between
FD and CO2 emissions drawing on cointegration alongside
structural breaks. Their studies reveal an inverted U-shaped
relationship between FD and CO2 emissions. Additionally, they
demonstrate that factors such as electricity usage, trade openness
(TO), and URB levels also play an important role and tend to
promote improvement in environmental quality in the United Arab
Emirates. Related studies also reveal short and long runs co-existing
relationships between low environmental quality, weak financial
sector, and ENC. For example, studies concerning the Nigerian
economy reveal existing positive linear relationships between
income and CO2 emissions as well as a correlation between FDI,
TO, and CO2 emissions, but found no relation on the presence of the
EKC in the context (Alege and Ogundipe, 2015). Related studies
devoted to the analysis of the Turkish economy reveal long-term co-
existing relationship between CO2 emission, real income, FD, ENC,

and trade (Ozturk and Acaravci, 2013). They also indicate that FD
does not affect the environment in Turkey. Drawing the context of
India, Shahbaz et al. (2014) demonstrate an absence of a causal
relationship between FD and ENC. They show that FD and ENC
tend to negatively affect the growth of income.

Furthermore, studies devoted to the analysis of income
inequality in Asian economies also indicate the existence of a
negative correlation between FD and CO2 emissions (Khan et al.,
2018). They further show that a high rate of income inequality
tends to limit the rate of carbon emissions. It is observed that an
increase in ENC often leads to a corresponding rise in carbon
emissions in Asian economies. Moreover, related studies that
examine causality in both the short and long-run between FD,
ENC, and GDP in six countries’ reveal the presence of a persistent
connection between FD, GDP, and ENC over the long-term
(Kahouli, 2017). Kahouli’s studies also reveal short-run
causality. Abid (2017) sought to examine the EKC hypothesis
focusing on the (in)direct impacts broadly in developed and
developing economies. Abid shows a monotonically increasing
association between CO2 and GDP in both the global North and
South. Other studies focusing on the interplay of ENC, URB, and
CO2 emissions in the Middle East and North African (MENA)
economies also confirm the existing long-run bidirectional
positive association between the aforementioned variables (Al-
Mulali et al., 2013).

Al-Mulali et al. (2016) conducted an empirical investigation into the
correlation between FD and CO2 emissions in European countries.
They found that FD has a negative impact on the environment as it
leads to an increase in CO2. Similarly, Abbasi and Riaz (2016) re-
analyzed the relationship between FD and CO2 emissions by
incorporating FDI into the equation for CO2 emissions.

Studies estimating the case of countries in the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) confirm a long-run causal nexus between the increase of
CO2 emissions, FD, and economic development (Bekhet et al., 2017).
They further note that FD unidirectionally contributes to CO2

emissions in the UAE, Oman, and Kuwait. Others show that FD
and rising usage of energy are invariably linked to environmental
pollution. These studies thus, recommended energy policies towards
reducing emissions, especially in economies experiencing rising
consumption of energy (Al-Mulali and Sab, 2012). Also, in the
Asian economies, studies depict that an increase in financial stability
tends to affect carbon emissions negatively. They note that a rise in ENC
and gross domestic product instigate a rise in CO2 emissions (Nasreen
et al., 2017). Others observed a bidirectional interconnection between
income and CO2 emissions, FD, and trade liberalization. They also
reveal the existence of a unidirectional relationshipmanifesting between
income, CO2 emissions, and FD, particularly in the MENA economies
(Omri et al., 2015), Further studies analyzing the interlink between FDI,
URB, FD, and MVA in Western Africa region reveal that a rise in
environmental degradation is often occasioned by multiple factors
including GDP and renewable ENC (Saidi and Mbarek, 2017;
Radoine et al., 2022). Following the above survey of the literature, it
is evident that there is very limited recognition of the relationship
between manufacturing activities and FD as essential determinants of
environmental quality. The present study seeks to build on existing
studies on urban environmental quality by deepening our
understanding of the basis of urban environmental quality drawing
on the interplay between ENC, URB, MVA, and FD.

TABLE 1 Variables and Data sources.

Variable Definition Sources

CO2 CO2 Emissions (per person) WDI database

GDP Gross Domestic Product (per person) WDI database

ENC Energy consumption per capita in kWh Ourworldindata
database

URB Urbanization rate WDI database

MVA Manufacturing value-added (% of GDP) WDI database

FDI Gross Fixed Capital Formation (%
of GDP)

WDI database

FD Domestic credit to private sector (%
of GDP)

WDI database

Note: Period of the data is from 1971 to 2019.
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3 Materials and methods

3.1 Data and variables

In this paper, the Stochastic Impacts by Regression on
Population, Affluence, and Technology (STIRPAT) model is
employed to examine the influence of various factors on the
environmental quality in urban areas in Morocco. The model
known as the SIRPAT, which was initially introduced by Dietz
and Rosa (1994) and later expanded upon by York et al. (2005), has
been extensively used in previous studies to investigate the
relationship between socioeconomic changes and environmental
degradation. Typically, this model considers population as an
independent variable and uses income per capita as the
independent variable, and CO2 emissions per capita as the

dependent variable. In its general form, the SIRPAT model can
be expressed as follows:

It � aPb
tA

c
tT

d
t μt (1)

Environmental indicator (I) is represented by CO2 emissions,
economic growth represents affluence (A), urbanization represents
population (P), and energy consumption represents technology
(Table 1). The symbol “a” is used to denote the constant,
whereas the elasticities of population, affluence, and technology
are indicated by “b,” “c,” and “d,” respectively.

Urbanization was employed as a metric to assess the impact of
population, as the concentration of people in urban areas has a
significant bearing on emissions levels. Morocco is already
witnessing rising urbanization. Due to the model’s flexibility in
representing various variables, we add variables such as MVA, FDI,

TABLE 2 Descriptive Statistics and correlation matrix.

Descriptive statistics CO2 GDP ENC URB MVA FDI FD

Mean 1.1293 1580.0 4140 49.48 17.39 28.47 34.51

Median 1.0423 1334.9 3899 51.30 17.10 29.04 24.07

Maximum 1.9599 3222.2 7228 62.99 20.16 39.09 71.55

Minimum 0.4821 265.2 1958 34.48 14.92 15.28 11.10

Std. Dev. 0.1436 641.363 7.0096 5.8595 4.2932 7.4173 7.0872

Observations 49 49 49 49 49 49 49

Correlation matrix

CO2 1.0000

GDP 0.9805 1.0000

ENC 0.9962 0.9848 1.0000

URB 0.9620 0.9320 0.9513 1.0000

MVA -0.6031 -0.6372 0.6309 -0.4262 1.0000

FDI 0.6922 0.7140 0.6878 0.6663 -0.2674 1.0000

FD 0.9520 0.9451 0.9537 0.8967 -0.6857 0.6327 1.0000

TABLE 3 ADF and PP tests.

ADF PP

Level Difference Level Difference

T-stat. Prob. T-stat. Prob. T-stat. Prob. T-stat. Prob.

LCO2 -1.166 0.6814 -8.080*** 0.0000 -1.3767 0.5859 -8.1454*** 0.0000

LGDP -2.4669 0.1298 -5.2961*** 0.0001 -2.4669 0.1298 -5.2993*** 0.0001

LENC -0.8646 0.7909 -7.5537*** 0.0000 -0.8706 0.7891 -7.5620*** 0.0000

LURB -2.7244* 0.0775 -1.3454** 0.0385 -4.4771*** 0.0007 -1.6414 0.4538

LMVA -1.1920 0.6705 -8.3152*** 0.0000 -1.0558 0.7256 -8.3472*** 0.0000

LFDI -2.4836 0.1257 -6.3875*** 0.0000 -2.3012 0.1757 -7.0136*** 0.0000

LFD -0.7804 0.8155 -6.2225*** 0.0000 -0.8343 0.8001 -6.2600*** 0.0000

Note: ***, **, and * show 1%, 5%, and 10% significance.
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and FD to understand their relationships with urban environmental
degradation inMorocco. The chosen variables for the research study are
transformed into their natural logarithmic form as presented below.

LCO2t � α0 + α1LGDPt + α2LENCt + α3LURBt + α4LMVAt

+ α5LFDIt + α6LFDt + μt (2)

α0 represents the intercept term, α1 to α6 are the coefficients,
and μt is the error term. Specifically, we investigate the case of
Morocco within the timeframe from 1971 to 2019.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Unit root tests
To start, we conducted a unit root analysis in ourfirst step to examine

the unit root characteristics of our variables. It’s essential to conduct a unit
root analysis before applying cointegration and causality techniques.
Cointegration tests can only be applied if our variables are integrated at
the first difference. Additionally, some cointegration methods can be
affected by fractional integration, so it’s crucial to determine whether our
variables have the same level of integration or are fractionally integrated.
We employed two tests, namely the Phillips-Perron (PP) unit root test
and the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, to assess the order of
integration. These tests check the null hypothesis of non-stationary
against the alternative hypothesis of stationary. However, according to
Dai et al. (2023), the ADF and PP unit root tests have low power andmay
generate unreliable outcomes in the existence of structural breaks in the
data. To address this, we used the Perron unit root test, which is effective
for detecting one unknown structural break in the data.

3.2.2 The ARDL bound test
The ARDL bound testing approach was chosen for its various

benefits. This method is highly adaptable, accommodating variables that
are integrated at 1 (0) and/or 1 (1), making it suitable for small sample
sizes (Ahmed et al., 2022a). Selecting an appropriate lag length is crucial
when implementing the ARDL approach to avoid potential endogeneity
issues. Moreover, this technique simultaneously provides both long-run
and short-run outcomes, with the error correction term (ECT) revealing
valuable insights into the convergence to the long-run equilibrium path
(Ahmed et al., 2022b). Given the advantages mentioned above, we opted

for the ARDL approach in our research and developed the subsequent
ARDL model for our variables.

Δ LnCO2( )t � σo +∑
p

k�1
βakΔ LnCO2( )t−k +∑

p

k�0
βbkΔ LnGDP( )t−k

+∑
p

k�0
βckΔ LnENC( )t−k +∑

p

k�0
βdkΔ LnURB( )t−k

+∑
p

k�0
βekΔ LnMVA( )t−k +∑

p

k�0
βfkΔ LnFDI( )t−k

+∑
p

k�0
βgkΔ LnFD( )t−k + β1 LnCO2( )t−1

+ β2 LnGDP( )t−1 + β3 LnENC( )t−1
+ β4 LnURB( )t−1 + β5 LnMVA( )t−1
+ β6 LnFDI( )t−1 + β7 LnFD( )t−1 + μt

(3)

The abbreviated notations used in the model are as follows: the
short-run coefficients are represented by βa to βg, while β1 to
β7 represents the long-run coefficients. The symbol Δ denotes the
first difference operator, and μ t stands for the error term. To
determine the cointegration, we employed the ARDL bound test,
where the F-statistics produced by the test is compared with critical
values. Once we confirmed the presence of a cointegration
relationship between variables, we estimated Equation 2 to
compute the long-run and short-run dynamics. Furthermore, we
conducted several diagnostic tests to ensure the stability of our model.

4 Results and discussion

Before analyzing the selected series, it is crucial to examine the
descriptive statistics of the studied variables. Table 2 summarizes the
Moroccan data set within a span of 49 years (1971–2019) of the selected
variables. The outputs of a pair-wise correlation matrix to explain the
correlation between the selected variables are reported in Table 2. The
findings reveal that CO2 emissions are strongly correlated with GDP,
ENC, andURB. CO2 emissions are also negatively correlated withMVA
and moderately correlated with FDI.

The descriptive statistics as shown in Figure 2 in the box plots,
the dot represents the mean, the horizontal line within the box
represents the median, and the upper and lower limits of data
represent minimum and maximum values.

Table 3 represents the findings of the conventional unit root tests.
PP and ADF tests show that most of the chosen variables possess a unit
root at 1 (0), except for URB, which is stationary at 1 (1).

Ahmed and Wang (2019) and Ahmed et al. (2019b) represent
the drawback of these unit root tests which do not furnish
information regarding structural breaks. As a result, this study
employs the Perron structural break test in order to identify any
unspecified structural breaks. Structural breaks discovered in the
case of CO2 emissions, GDP, ENC, URB, MVA, FDI, and FD are in
the years 1981, 1986, 1981, 1995, 2007, 1978, and 1997, respectively.
The test outcomes are represented in Table 4.

Schwarz information criterion (AIC) is used for the optimal lags’
selection (see Table 5).

Table 6 represents the bound test output, which shows the
F-statistics and the relevant lower and upper bound values. The
results presented show that F-statistics value is higher than the upper

TABLE 4 Perron structural break test.

Level Difference

variables t-stat. Structural
Break

t-stat. Structural
Break

LCO2 -3.993 1979 -9.363*** 1981

LGDP -3.624 2011 -6.775*** 1980

LENC -4.218 2003 -8.693*** 1981

LURB -5.678 1995 -4.534* 1995

LMVA -4.776 1979 -9.200*** 2007

LFDI -3.127 1991 -6.847*** 1978

LFD -4.102 1996 -7.785*** 1997

Note: ***, and * show 1% and 10% significance.
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TABLE 5 Lag length criteria.

Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 -992.1182 NA 4.55e+10 44.40525 44.68629 44.51002

1 -666.3580 535.6945 212434.2 32.10480 34.35309a 32.94294

2 -609.2583 76.13289 173691.6 31.74481 35.96036 33.31633

3 -544.1908 66.51339 133988.5 31.03070 37.21350 33.33559

4 -439.6936 74.30916a 32765.53a 28.56416a 36.71421 31.60242a

aThe optimal lag chosen by each criterion.

FIGURE 2
Box plots of variables.
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values, which indicates the existence of cointegration among the
variables chosen in the model.

In Table 7, we show the short-term and long-term ARDL
estimations. In the short-run, ENC, URB, and FD are positively
connected to the CO2 emissions in Morocco. The results indicated
that an increase in ENC, URB, and FD by 1% will enhance CO2

emissions by 0.373%, 3.024%, and 0.080%, respectively. In the long-
term, a rise in ENC, URB, and FDI by 1% will increase the CO2

emissions by 0.614%, 0.886%, and 0.235%, respectively. Furthermore,
an increase in GDP, MVA, and FD by 1% reduces CO2 emissions by
0.047%, 0.328%, and 0.261% in the short run. This suggests that an
increase in GDP in Morocco may result in an enhancement in the

quality of the environment in Morocco. However, the increase of 1% in
GDP, MVA, and FD will decrease CO2 emissions by 0.058%, 0.204%,
and 0.005% in the long run, respectively. Similar outputs exist in
previous studies like Alege and Ogundipe (2015) in Nigeria, Ozturk
and Acaravci (2013) in the Turkish economy and Kirikkaleli and
Sofuoğlu (2023) in Ireland.

The findings we obtained also align with Tamazian et al.’s (2009)
study. Notably, they demonstrated that advanced capital markets
can lower financing expenses and direct financial capital toward
procuring new equipment and funding novel ventures. These
actions, in turn, improve environmental quality.

The negative consequences of ENC on environmental
degradation in Morocco are justified by the country’s energy
dependence on fossil energy imports. As a result, Morocco has
increased its investments in renewable energy over the last decade to
reach an aim of 52% by 2030. The findings align with those of
previous studies conducted by Ulucak et al, 2020 focused on the case
of OECD countries and those of Destek and Sinha (2020).

Diagnostic tests represent the reliability of this analysis.
Statistical test results including DW and χ2 LM show that
there is no evidence of serial correlation in this model.
Additionally, the χ2 ARCH and χ2 WHITE tests indicate that
the model is not affected by autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity and white heteroskedasticity. The model is
found to be well-suited based on the results of the Ramsey test
(χ2 RESET), and the J-B normality test demonstrates that the
residuals are normally distributed.

TABLE 7 Short and long-run results of the ARDL estimation.

Dependent variable: LCO2

Long-run Short-run

Coeff. T-stat. Prob. Coeff. T-stat. Prob.

LGDP -0.058 -1.020 0.318 LGDP -0.047 -1.365 0.192

LENC 0.614 3.024 0.006*** LENC 0.372 4.520 0.000***

LURB 0.886 2.374 0.026** LURB 3.024 2.251 0.039**

LMVA -0.204 -0.779 0.444 LMVA -0.328 -3.694 0.002***

LFDI 0.235 3.189 0.004*** LFDI -0.261 -7.993 0.000***

LFD -0.005 -0.106 0.915 LFD 0.080 2.181 0.045**

C -8.199 -7.366 0.000*** ECMt-1 -0.682,603 -5.855 0.0000***

R2 0.998

Ad. R2 0.996

DW Stat. 2.220

χ2 ARCH 0.227 [0.635]

χ2 WHITE 1.587 [0.142]

χ2 RESET 0.735 [0.407]

J-B normality 0.136 [0.566]

χ2 LM 2.171 [0.140]

Note: ***, **, and * show 1%, 5%, and 10% significance.

TABLE 6 Results of the ARDL Bound test.

Test statistic Value K

F-statistic 9.4916 6

Critical Value Bounds I0 Bound I1 Bound

Significance

10% 1.99 2.94

5% 2.27 3.28

2.5% 2.55 3.61

1% 2.88 3.99
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Figures 3, 4 show the results of the cumulative sum of recursive
residuals (COSUM) and the COSUM of squares (COSUMs) tests.
Both diagrams are situated inside the critical bounds at a 5%

significance level, which indicates the stability of the ARDL
parameters in our research study.

Table 8 represents the Granger causality test, it illustrates the casual
linkages between CO2 emissions, GDP, ENC, URB,MVA, FDI, and FD.
The results do not show any bivariate causality between CO2 emissions
and other selected variables. The study also reveals a univariate causality
from CO2 emissions to GDP. However, no causality was reported from
the GDP to CO2 emissions. Moreover, a univariate causality is found
from ENC to CO2, FD to CO2, and CO2 to FDI.

The Granger causality findings also validate the baseline ARDL
model estimations; as the ENCproduces CO2 emissions due to economic
and manufacturing activities. FD influences CO2 emissions suggesting
that FD may aggravate environmental problems, especially where a
lending facility is provided for heavy industrial activities. Moreover,
financial institutions tend to provide loans to companies and heavy
manufacturing firms. There is a possibility that the environment may be
negatively impacted due to inefficient production practices, which could
result in adverse environmental effects.

5 Conclusion and policies

5.1 Conclusion

This article studied the nexus between CO2 emissions, GDP, ENC,
URB, MVA, FDI, and FD in the case of Morocco. This work explores
this connection in response to limited studies that analyze the factors
shaping urban environmental quality in Morocco. The study showed
that ENC and URB contribute significantly to an increase in CO2

emissions in Morocco in the short and long run. Although, GDP and
MVA reduce the environmental degradation in Morocco both in the
long and short run. The empirical outcomes also suggest that a univariate
causality from CO2 emissions to GDP exists, though no causality was
found from the GDP to CO2 emissions. Moreover, a univariate causality
was found from ENC to CO2, FD to CO2, and CO2 to FDI.

TABLE 8 Pairwise Granger Causality tests.

Null hypothesis F-statistic Prob

GDP to CO2 0.61042 0.5479

CO2 to GDP 6.21444 0.0043***

ENC to CO2 6.13227 0.0046***

CO2 to ENC 0.48704 0.6179

URB to CO2 1.24028 0.2997

CO2 to URB 1.63421 0.2073

MVA to CO2 1.54888 0.2244

CO2 to MVA 1.61903 0.2102

FDI to CO2 0.00755 0.9925

CO2 to FDI 2.56858 0.0886*

FD to CO2 3.98885 0.0259**

CO2 to FD 2.31953 0.1108

Note: ***, **, and * show 1%, 5%, and 10% significance.

FIGURE 4
CUSUM of squares.

FIGURE 3
CUSUM.
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5.2 Policy implication

Our research study suggests different policy suggestions aimed
at enhancing environmental sustainability and promoting progress
on SDG 13 in Morocco. In order to promote sustainable urban
growth and ENC, it is crucial to implement an urban development
plan that accommodates the URB and establish an ENC policy with
a focus on long-term sustainability. Additionally, transforming
Morocco’s industries into a green economy is vital for reducing
the environmental impacts caused by economic expansion. This will
help reduce the harm to the environment and ensure that resources
are preserved for future generations. The focus of product
fabrication should be on environmental and energy efficiency, in
addition to enhancing the protection of employees, local areas, and
the products themselves. The aim should be to attain sustainable
industrialization through creative methods tailored to the needs of
manufacturing companies. In light of this, the study also
recommends that the Moroccan government enact and
implement rules and regulations towards environmental
conservation and health. Given that an increase in GDP may
foster improvement in environmental quality, it is imperative
that policies provide direction for industrialization and FD along
with strict enforcement of regulations toward clean industrialization
efforts. Also, considering the link between ENC, URB, and the rise in
CO2 emissions in Morocco, it is imperative that policymakers and
urban planners place emphasis on clean energy sources usage,
including but not limited to solar energy, wind energy, and
bioenergy. This is significant because energy is a prerequisite
requirement for the functioning of other sectors, such as
manufacturing, the financial sector, as well as domestic level.
Finally, to achieve sustainable urbanization, effective policies
relating to energy, economics, and the environment are necessary
to steer urban development while balancing GDP and reducing CO2

emissions to the urban environment. Moroccan policymakers and
urban planners should aim at reducing the rate of spatial
urbanization via the practice of strict adherence to land uses and
encouraging green growth by ameliorating the influence of
urbanization environmental quality.
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